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Abstract As editors of the Special Issue on a Decade of Mining the Web, we provide
a brief overview of how Web mining evolved from the first Web mining workshop
(WEBKDD’99) till today. We then introduce the papers of the special issue. Each of
them is in a domain of Web mining research; it contains a survey of the past and a
vision for the future.
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1 Mining the Web in the nineties and in the new millennium

When the first workshop on mining the Web, WEBKDD’99 (Masand and Spiliopoulou
2000), took place at the KDD’99, the International Conference on Knowledge Discov-
ery and Data Mining, not only the challenges and the opportunities of the Web were
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very different from nowadays. Even the terminology was different: the term “Social
Web” did not exist, the term “Semantic Web” was emerging, a “weblog” was not a
blog but the log of a web server. A major aim of Web mining was to understand what
users want and to help them perform simple tasks inside a web site. Mining goals
included finding navigation patterns and preventing disorientation (Baumgarten et al.
1999; Fu et al. 1999; Spiliopoulou et al. 1999), predicting a user’s next page request
and calibrating server load (Lan et al. 1999), promoting purchases as the users move
through an e-shop (Chan 1999; Getoor and Sahami 1999; Lee et al. 1999). Preparing
web server log data for mining and discovering patterns from them was a complex
process that required new solutions for cleaning and modeling the data and for learning
from them (Cooley et al. 1999). Scholars soon realized that the Web and the analysis
of Web activity also poses threats to personal privacy, and proposed the first solutions
(Broder 1999).

The infancy of the Web did not last long: core technologies matured soon, e-busi-
ness models emerged and were put to the test of time. By the time the WEBKDD’05
workshop (Nasraoui et al. 2006) took place, recommendation engines had turned to a
flagship application of web mining, and lead to solutions for core problems like min-
ing with incomplete data (Grcar et al. 2005; Schickel-Zuber and Faltings 2005) and
personalization to the user demands (DeLong et al. 2005; Kim and Chan 2005), but
also to emerging problems, like protecting recommendation engines from malicious
influence (Mobasher et al. 2005). The role of semantics in Web mining was already
gaining momentum (Berendt 2005; Grcar et al. 2005), and so did the awareness that
models learned in the Web must be adapted to change. Web log server data were now
perceived as a stream: the term “clickstream” emerged and gradually replaced the
“web (server) log”. As the need for adaptive algorithms became apparent, solutions
were proposed for the adaptation of user profiles (Suryavanshi et al. 2005) and for
detecting and adapting to change in general (Aggarwal and Yu 2005; Lu et al. 2005).

During the first decade of the new millennium, people’s perception of the Web
changed: the Web is not only a network where users can acquire information, pur-
chase goods and obtain services; it is also a social environment where users can
interact with others, and where each one can actively upload content and share infor-
mation. The Social Web brought forward new challenges, many of which required
theoretical underpinnings from other disciplines—social science (which deliver theo-
ries) and physics (which deliver models for the simulation of dynamic environments).
In 2007, WEBKDD took place jointly with the first workshop on social network anal-
ysis SNAKDD (Zhang et al. 2007), allowing participants that studied the Web from
different perspectives to share experiences and methods.

When the 10th WEBKDD workshop (Nasraoui et al. 2008) closed the series in
2008, the core Web mining technologies had reached maturity. Web mining embodied
the topics of knowledge discovery for recommendation engines, model adaptation for
user profiling, understanding communities and monitoring their evolution, modeling
and interpreting user search. Privacy and protection from malicious activity were still
mission-critical issues but must be dealt with in additional contexts (as e.g. in Castillo
et al. 2008). As scholars, practitioners and users agree that the Web changed our ways
of acquiring information, sharing experience, making friends and helping other people,
the topics of Web mining became too disperse for a single forum. At the beginning of
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the second decade of the new millennium, there were already established conferences
on recommendation engines, on social network analysis, and on the Semantic Web.

2 The special issue on a decade of mining the Web

We have designed this special issue as a wrap-up of the past and an agenda for the
ongoing decade. We solicited contributions that should combine an overview of past
achievements and a vision of the future. The emphasis was less on a bright new solu-
tion to one of the many open challenges of Web mining, and more on a wider look at a
broad topic. Each of the papers in the next pages addresses a Web mining topic under
this light.

Two aspects of mining the Social Web are investigated in Tsytsarau and Palpanas
(2012), Papadopoulos et al. (2012): active participation and community formation.

Web users are active participants of the Web world: they upload content and link
it with tags and opinions. The survey of Tsytsarau and Palpanas (2012) is on the
analysis of opinionated data. Such data items are subjective—they exhibit positive or
negative polarity, and often express the writer’s sentiment. The survey covers meth-
ods and applications of opinion mining, solutions for the extraction of opinions from
text and for polarity assessment. A remarkable aspect of the survey is the discus-
sion on the evolution of research on sentiment analysis and opinion mining over the
years. Furthermore, the address discuss two topics of particular interest in commerce
applications—spam and contradictory opinions on the same subject (or product).

Web users join social platforms and establish friendship relations to other users.
Papadopoulos et al. (2012) survey community detection in the Web. They discuss def-
initions of the term “community”, since different definitions require different commu-
nity discovery algorithms. They elaborate on methods for detecting and monitoring
communities as the network evolves. They focus particularly on the issue of algorithm
performance, but they also elaborate on different applications of community detection,
e.g. user profiling, event detection and tag disambiguation.

The analysis of social networks may deliver insights towards the attitude of people
towards an product, a piece of news or any other kind of resource. Hence, modern rec-
ommendation engines take into account which items are similar to each other in terms
of content or with respect to people’s opinions, which users have similar preferences,
deliver similar opinions or are friends of each other. Obviously, different models of
user or item similarity lead to different kinds of recommendations. Hence, some rec-
ommenders attach an explanation to each suggestion they make. Papadimitriou et al.
(2012) survey recommendation engines on the kind of information they consider when
making a recommendation.

E-business companies exploit the advances of Web mining to identify influen-
tial users in social networks, to monitor opinions on products, to learn and adapt
user profiles, to formulate personalized, context-aware recommendations. However,
understanding the customer and establishing a profitable, long-term relationship to
customers goes beyond the aforementioned tasks. Customer Relationship Manage-
ment is discussed by Alex Tuzhilin (2012) in the invited contribution on CRM and
Web mining. His overview contributes to understanding what CRM is and what its
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objectives and demands are; this is a prerequisite for exploiting the potential of Web
mining methods.

How to model a customer, or an arbitrary Web user? Intuitively, a user is an indi-
vidual with rich semantics—has own properties and is linked to other users. Rettinger
et al. (2012) study learning on (Web) entities that have rich semantics. They survey
different approaches to knowledge representation and methods for relational learning.
They point out that the semantic representation of individuals and their relationships
in the Semantic Web require dedicated and elaborate learning approaches, and discuss
first machine learning algorithms for the Semantic Web.

What are people doing in the Web? Next to being active members of social plat-
forms, people use the Web to satisfy different kinds of information: facts (e.g. radius of
earth), reviews on and comparisons of products, breaking news about ongoing events
etc. Agosti et al. (2012) survey research advances on information acquisition and
on learning from the interaction of a user with a search engine. They discuss query
log mining, recommendation of query terms, mono-lingual and cross-lingual query
expansion in two contexts—Web search engines and search engines of conventional
digital libraries. They elaborate on methods for analyzing query logs, and stress the
importance of performing such an analysis in a repeatable, verifiable way.

All applications that involve analysis of user activity in the Web deliver some
insights on what people think, like, want and are. This gives raise to privacy consid-
erations and concerns. The invited contribution on privacy in the Web mining context
by Bettina Berendt (2012) stresses that privacy preservation is much more than hiding
information. She discusses different definitions of privacy, distinguishes among pri-
vacy-as-hiding, privacy-as-control and privacy-as-practice, and places these distinct
aspects into the context of knowledge discovery from the Web.
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